
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 9

Questions
This week we will use the following ext3 filesystem image from the Ubuntu virtual machine:

~/Examples/ext3-img-kw-1.dd

This image has the MD5 hash:

30e7f792cc853e34e17335b243605d3a.

You will need to use Sleuthkit to perform keyword searches when analyzing this image. 
Remember, there are two places you may search for text:

• within each sector

• within each collection of data nodes.

1. What can you say about the file systems cluster size?

2. The following keywords:

first, second, third and slacker

are present in a series of disc sectors on the filesystem image. 

a. Using Sleuthkit, locate the disc sectors and the byte offset to the start of each of 
these keywords.

b. When searching for the keyword second, why does one keyword search process 
locate sectors containing second, but the other doesn’t?

c. When searching for the keyword slacker, why does one keyword search process 
locate sectors containing slacker, but the other doesn’t?

3. This question gets you to examine the key ext3 data structures.

a. By analyzing the superblock, answer the following questions:

i. How many sectors are in a block?

ii. How many block groups are on this image?

iii. How many inodes are there in each block group?

iv. At what sector does block group 0 start?
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b. By analyzing the group descriptor table for block group 0, answer the following 
questions:

i. At what sector does the block bitmap start?

ii. At what sector does the inode bitmap start?

iii. At what sector does the inode table start?

c. What blocks and inodes have been allocated in block group 0?

4. The file /file3 has been deleted, this question gets you to try and undelete this file. In 
order to aid you in doing this, answer the following questions:

a. What inode number did this file have?

b. Assuming free space was available, in what block group are this files contents lo-
cated?

c. What can you determine by looking at this inode’s entry in the block group’s inode 
table?

d. By examining the contents of inode 2, answer the following questions:

i. What type of indirect block pointers are used to store the contents of the root di-
rectory entries?

ii. What blocks are the root directory entries located in?

e. By examining the root directory entries, what can you say about the file /file3?

f. By assuming that contiguous blocks were originally allocated to this file, and that 
the file contained the string third, what blocks were allocated to this file?

g. You are told that this is a journaling filesystem. By examining the filesystem journal, 
what else (if anything) can you determine about the blocks that were originally allo-
cated to the file /file3?
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